The key purpose of the present work is to examine a fractional giving up smoking model pertaining to a new fractional derivative with non-singular kernel. The numerical simulations are conducted with the aid of an iterative technique. The existence of the solution is discussed by employing the fixed point postulate, and the uniqueness of the solution is also proved. The effect of various parameters is shown graphically. The numerical results for the smoking model associated with the new fractional derivative are compared with numerical results for a smoking model pertaining to the standard derivative and Caputo fractional derivative.
Introduction
These days, smoking is one of the major health problems in the world. More than  million deaths in the world are caused due to the effect of smoking in different organs of human body. A chance of heart attack is % more in smokers compared to the persons who are not smoking. Smokers have a % higher incidence rate of lung cancer than that of nonsmokers. Bad breath, stained teeth, high blood pressure, coughing are the main effects of short-term smoking. In recent years, mouth cancer, throat cancer, lung cancer, gum disease, heart disease, stomach ulcers are the main threatening due to long-term smoking. The life of smokers is  to  years shorter than that of non-smokers. Smoking kills many individuals in their most active life according to the reports of WHO. Every scientist, doctor and mathematician tries to control smoking for securing the life expectancy of an individual. To give the best representation of cigarette smoking phenomena, mathematicians tried to make different effective smoking models. The different smoking models were proposed by several authors; for example Erturk et al. [] investigated a giving up smoking model associated with the Caputo fractional derivative, Zaman [] analyzed the optimal campaign in the smoking dynamical system, Zaman [] In a very recent attempt, Caputo and Fabrizio [] propounded a novel fractional derivative having exponential kernel and in addition Losada and Nieto [] analyzed the properties of a newly presented fractional derivative. The classical fractional derivatives, especially the Caputo and Riemann derivatives, have their own limitation because their kernel is singular. Since the kernel is employed to describe the memory effect of the physical system, it is obvious that due to this weakness, both derivatives cannot precisely describe the full effect of the memory. Therefore, we use the novel Caputo-Fabrizio (CF) fractional derivative to study the giving up smoking model and explain this problem in a better and more efficient manner.
The key objective of this work is to use the new fractional derivative in the giving up smoking model and imparting the details of the exactness and uniqueness of the solution by applying the fixed point theorem. The development of this article is as follows. In Section , the CF fractional order derivative is discussed. In Section , the fractional smoking model and approximate solution pertaining to novel CF fractional derivative is discussed. In Section , the existence and uniqueness of system of solutions is proved with the aid of the fixed point theorem. Results and discussion are given in Section . Lastly in Section , the concluding remarks are presented.
Preliminaries
In the present part, we give some definitions and properties of the fractional derivative as suggested by Caputo and Fabrizio [] . 
where M(ρ) is the normalization of the function satisfying the condition
under this condition, the derivative is given follows:
Moreover,
It is essential to have the anti-derivative associated with the new fractional derivative [] .
If g is a function, then the fractional integral of order ρ is presented by
Furthermore, the following result holds []:
In view of the above results, the authors of [] have given another form of the newly presented Caputo derivative for the order  < ρ <  represented as
Model description and giving up smoking model with a fractional derivative involving non-singular kernel
In this section, we examine the giving up smoking dynamics discussed by Erturk et al. [] .
Suppose the overall population at time t is denoted by T(t). We separate the population T(t) into five subgroups, potential smokers P(t), occasional smokers L(t), heavy smokers

S(t), temporary quitters Q(t) and smokers who quit permanently R(t) specified by T(t) = P(t) + L(t) + S(t) + Q(t) + R(t).
The model is developed as follows:
In the above system () b indicates the contact rate between smokers who smoke occasionally and potential smokers, a denotes the rate of natural death, c stands for the contact rate between smokers who smoke occasionally and temporary quitters, f represents the contact rate between temporary quitters who return back to smoking and smokers, d indicates the rate of giving up smoking, ( -e) stands for the fraction of smokers who temporarily give up smoking (at a rate d), e denotes the remaining fraction of smokers who give up smoking forever (at a rate d).
Thus, in order to introduce the above effect into the mathematical representation, we moderate the system by substituting the time-derivative by the newly introduced CaputoFabrizio arbitrarily ordered derivative [] as given by
These come with the initial conditions
Existence and uniqueness of a system of solutions of smoking model
Since our main goal is to investigate the numerical results predicted by the fractional model based on the CF derivative we firstly start to investigate the existence and uniqueness of the solutions. We examine the existence of the system of solutions by applying the fixed point theorem. Employing the fractional integral operator due to Nieto and Losada [] on equation (), we obtain
By using the notation presented by Nieto and Losada [], we get
For clarity, we write
Theorem . The kernels K  , K  , K  , K  and K  satisfy the Lipschitz condition and contraction if the following inequality holds:
Proof We start with the kernel K  . Let P and P  be two functions, then we assess the following:
By using the triangular inequality on equation (), we have
Taking γ  = a + βb where the β = S(t) are bounded functions, then we get
Hence, the Lipschitz condition is satisfied for K  , and if additionally  < (a + βb) ≤ , then it is also a contraction for K  .
Similarly the second, third, fourth and fifth cases satisfy the Lipschitz condition given as follows:
On consideration of the aforesaid kernels, equation () becomes
Now, we present the following recursive formula:
The initial conditions are given as follows:
Now, we present the difference between the successive terms in the following manner:
It is worth noticing that
Step by step but surely we assess
Employing the triangular inequality, equation () reduces to
As the kernel satisfies the Lipchitz condition, we have
then we get
Similarly, we get the following results:
On consideration of the above results, we may present the subsequent theorem.
Theorem . The fractional giving up smoking model () has a system of solutions under the conditions that we can find t  such that
( -ρ) ( -ρ)M(ρ) γ  + ρ ( -ρ)M(ρ) γ  t  ≤ .
Proof Here we have considered that the functions P(t), L(t), S(t), Q(t) and R(t)
are bounded. Additionally, we have proven that the kernels satisfy the Lipschitz condition, Now taking the limit on equation () as n tends to infinity, we get
Similarly, we get
Hence existence is verified. Now, we prove the uniqueness of a system of solutions of equation (). Let there exist another system of solutions of (), P  (t), L  (T), S  (t), Q  (t) and R  (t); then Then we get
Proceeding in the same way, we have
Therefore, we verified the uniqueness of the system of solutions of equations ().
Numerical results and discussions
In this portion, we discuss the numerical simulations of the solutions of system of equa- 
-, P(t), L(t), S(t), Q(t) and R(t)
Concluding remarks
In this paper, the smoking model is analyzed with the Caputo-Fabrizio derivative and makes use of the utilities of fractional calculus. To demonstrate the existence and uniqueness of a system of solutions the fixed point theorem is discussed. By employing an iterative perturbation method the special solution is obtained for the fractional order model. To present the effect of fractional order some numerical simulations are performed. By simulation it is clear that when ρ tends to  the CF derivative shows a more interesting behavior. Hence, it can be concluded that the newly fractional derivative is very important for modeling real world problems.
